Simple to use mobile phone, made to order to suit people with disabilities or cognitive impairment. Buttons are large and can feature photos or large print names with a choice of colours and backgrounds.

- SOS button (emergency services)
- Loud ringtone for receiving calls
- Simple design: No screen, digital menus
- Button sensitivities can be adjusted to suit individual needs
- Emergency ID information can be printed on back panel
- Set the length of outbound calls to prevent expensive bills if loved one forgets to hang up the phone
- GPS Tracking Service

Purchasing Information:

Kisa: 1300 557 453

Website: www.kisaphone.com.au

Email: info@kisa.com.au

Prices: Vary depending on plan chosen—range between $139—$329 + monthly fee ($15-$20)

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology.
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